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Abstract

Two'-hundXed and six male and female undergraduates completed a

63-item 1pestionnaire consisting Of'46. Likert:format I-E items

and seventeen attitude items concerning nuclear' disarmament,

the insanity' defense.,-and cabmen's rights; The I-E items were

facior analyzed and; in general, replicate. Collins! (1974)

foutfactor structure of the I-E scale. :Responses to the

attitude items wex comparedto Coltins: .(1974) Belief in%!a

Polii ally Responsive /Unresponsive Wotld factor. Although

several correlation% -obtained in the:coMparison'suggeated an

interaction between the subscale-and the dttitude items,

Collins! (1974) Belief in a Politically Responsive/

Unresponsive Woxld factor alone was unable to predict

attitudes on nuclear disarmament or the insanity defense;

1-
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Disarmament and the Insanity Defense

a.

Nuclear Disarmament andthe Insanity Defense:

What Happened To;SliticalResponsiveness?

One of the implicit promises made by any measure of

3

individual differences is that scores on the measure will be

related to significant social attitudes and interpersonal

behaviors. Among the popular individual difference measures,

internal-external locus of control (Hotter, 1966) has had

ft

particular success in this regard. From the findings by

Gurin, Gurin, Lao, & Beattie (1962) that internally-oriented

,

black college students partiipated in civil rights activities

41

to a greater extent than their externally-oriented

counterparts; to more recent work showing' psychic readers to

be more internal than persons less lnpetested inthe

paranormal'(McGarry & Newberry; 198'1), locus of control has

been linked to a variety of social attitudes and issues (e.g.

see reviews by Lefeourt, 1976; Phares, 1976). As Shaver &

Ozer (1977) have noted, whatever locus of control may be, it

does seem to be important.

Just-what locus .of cdrit'pl 'is; however, has not been

4

quite so clear; .Several:factor-adalytic studies have
,

attempted, with mixed success;.toictentifV the "true" factor

structure of the original I -Fr scale. -Both Mirels (1970); and

Gurin, Gurin, and Morrison (1978) arrived at a two-factor

structure, for the scaje, but those studies were limited by use
-r

of the Royter (1966) forced- choice fOrmat. Other attempts to

describe the factor structure Of the scale (C611ins; 1974;

Kleiber;Ver i'-4 Menaker, 1973) have utilized a 46-item

4
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Likert format; isolating factors that were inaccessible in the

forced-choice Bormat:, Surprisingly; relatively few studies

4-5-

(Lam, 1982; Levenson, 1974; McGarry & Newberry; 1941) have

focused on the ability of the multiple-factor structures to

predict attitudes on social issues involving personal control

over events. As a consequence; the present research was
-

designed to as'Se-SSthe predictive value of a multiple-factor

structure for attidides on several significant social issues.
, 5

Specifically, the stUay.'expldoNed the degree to which Belief in

a Politically Respdnsive/Unresponsive World (one of Collins',
a

1974, faaors) might be rela to pinions concerning nuclear

4

disarmament, the insanity defer e, and women's rights;

Method

Subjects
.0

Subjects were 71 male and 138 female undergradu4te

students,enrolled in an Introductory Psychology course at the

College of William and Mary. All subjects received credit for

their participation. One male and two female subjects failed

to complete the questionnadre and were dropped from the

analysis; leaving a total N of 206;

Procedure.

The research was briefly described as a _sly of the

4° 4

"correlates of social attitudes" and each subject was asked to

complete a Likert-type questionnaire consisting of the 46 I-E-
,

itemsfollowing Collins, 1974), and seventeen attitude items

dealing with disarmament,.the insanity defense, and women'ip

righ4; These attitude items were randomly interspersed with
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*the I-E items, producing a total of 63 statements. Because

1,111e of the items were to be used to select subjects for a

companion study, subjects'were provided a full explanation of

the research at a later time. After, coMpleting the

'questionnaire subjects were thanked for their participation

and excused.

Results

The -first task of the study was; of course, to

demonstrate that the present factor structure corresponded to

those already in the literature; FOr this comparison the

questionnaires were scored (following Collins, 1974) so that

strong agreement with an item reS4lted in h high (7) score.

The I-E items and their identifying codes are shown in Table

Insert Table 1 about here

6

The_46 I-E items were recto analyzed

& Council; 1979) and DP (Dixon;_

packages. In each case a.FirincipaL co

(restricted to four - factors) was performed;

appropriate varimax rotation, The two sets of analyses were

virtually identical, so only the SASAactor structures Will be

using both the SAS

.
1975) statistical;

as was the

described here.
. t

The four factors extracted following rotation are shown

in Table 2; and -they correspOnd very cIoseIy7o the factors

ataired by Collins (1974). Four items (E2, Eli, EIE1 & I16)_

6
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Insert Table 2 about here.

J.

6

A
that were rejected'in Collins' analysis for failure to load

greater than +0.35 loaded significantly higher in' the'present

analysis so were included. The content of each of these items

matched other items on the respective factors and inclusion of

the items_ did not alter t1-e character of the factors; Item

E12; which loaded on two factors in the earlier analysis; here

-"loadedmiquelyonFactor_1; a result quite consistent with

its content. Five items (E7, Epi I4i I7i & 19) that

previously loaded greater, than +0.35 failed to do so here and

were not included in the present set of factors. Finally, two

items (E14 & E15) that loaded respectively on Factors 3 arid 1

'

in Collins' study l
(
oaded greater than +0.35 on different

I
combinations of factors in the present research; In general;

however;. the four factors obtained. here--Belief in a

Difficult/Easy World; Belief in a Jut/Unjust Worldi Belief. in .

a Predictable/Unpredictable World; and Belief in a Politically
.(__

Responsive/UnresponsiVe Worldconstitpt4 an important

replicatign of Collins' (194) research.

The major. objective of the present study was to examine
)

the relationship bgtween one of these factors; Belief in a

Politically Responsive,Unresponsive'WorId (political
Ap.

unresponsiveness factor); and-attitudes on several

contemporary social issues. The issues chosen for this study.

were ones for which the presumed responsiveness (or lack of

I
7
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responsiveness) of the government might be critical. 'Nuclear

disarmament,. the insany defense;: and women's right's are all

'questions on which there As substantial disagreement between

the opiniOns'of "the people" as expressed in opinion polls and

policies followed by relevant institutions of government.

As a precursor to the ailaiysis, the seventeen attitude

items (seven on nuclear disarmament, five on the insanity

defense; and five on women s rights) were tested for internal

consistency and discriminant validity.' ,Iniernal consistency

was measured using part-whole correlatbons and a'separate

factor analysis; discriminant validity was assessed by the
$

iaverage intercorrelations that an itetia from one attitude scille

had with items from a different attitude issue.--All of these

item analyses were conducted separately for males and females,-

the resulting average intercorrelations were then giooled for'

between thethe two sexes' (there were no important difference

sexes on the items finally selected). As a consequence of

these item analysis procedurgsifour of the nuclear disarmament

items .and four of the insanity defense items were-retained.

Unfortunately, none of the women's rights questions produced a

satisfactory part-whole correlation (the crterion was r >

+0.85); so all of these questions were dropped from further
( . 1

analytes; The remaining nuclear disarmament items and
-..

insanity defense items; and th(ir scoring keys; are shovin

Table 3.=

1
The ability of the political uftreponsiveness factor tp

'predict attitudes on nuclear disarnlament and the insanity
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InsereTable ,about here

as assessed in.two

.%

different ways. First,- 41 -factor

was--conducted that included' the 46 I-E items, the

fout-n4clear disarmament -=items, and thelour insanity defense

attitudes itemS; . Factor loadings .for. the. eight new items are

presented in Table 4; The nuclear disarmament

Insert Table 4about here

r

attitude items

and the insanity defense attitude items clustered together on

two separate factors. With the exception of item E19, no I-E
/

.

item) loaded greart than +0:24 =.on either' of these new factors.

Item E19 loaded .-0.33 with the nuclear disarmament items: In

additigh,nOne of the new attitude items loaded greaterthan

+027 on any of four I-E subscales. The structure of the

four

,

I-E subsCalesyes essentially unaltered by inclusion of
t,

/
the eight new items in the factor analysis'.

Second, the correlations between scores on the-political

unresponsiveness factor and scores on the various items were

exdmined-direCtly. For this compariSon all_of the political

W
.

.

unreponsveness stbscale items were rescored in such a way

that higher scores.represent d stronger' beliefs in the
. 4

political unreiponiiveness*Of the system. The disarmament
' i - -:- .

-.)

4.tems were scored go that higher scores represented greater'

,

9.

t
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items wereyscored so that higher scores represented greater

_ _

support for continuation.pf the defense.
. ,

dntercppelations are presented in Table 5. The low (though

The resulting
P

p

Insert Table ? about here

'41 .

significant) intrascale correlations suggest that each major

social attitude was;. itself, multidimensional. Consequently;

the resulting failure of the political unresponsiveness factor

to predict eitherc5f the social attitudes is not to ally

surprising, But the scale was little more effective' in

predicting any single attitude response. FOr example; 4f

subject are. split At the midpoint on the political

unresponsiveness subsCale; thed _largest difference among the

disarmament items occurs on item ND4. For the following

Analyses; subjects itio scored exactly at the midpoint on the

_.

political unresponsiveness subscAle Were not included.i On.

item ND4 those who saw the worldras politically responsive
ti,

claimed that there has not.yet been enough concerted effort

made to remslyenucleli :wiapons (M.=4.37); w ile those who

Velieved the wor- Idito be politically unresponsive were less

confident that concerted effort would accomplish the goal

S

(M=3.78). The -difference between the-two groups was

significnt; t(196) =. 2,13; p .95; although a test of the

strength of- Association h4iWeen,the two groups suggested that

) .

10

I
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this statistical .significance was; in fact; trivial. A point-
.

%

i

biserial correlation analysis indicated that the political

unresponsiveness subscale accounted for only 2.3% of the

variance in item ND4, r =.152; Similarly; the midpoint

on the political unresponsideness subscale made the

)

great4t_difference among the insanity defense items on item
_ _

IP2. On this item_, tfioseho saw the world as politically

unresponpive felt that the insanity defense was simply another
'

legal loophole that ajlowed.guilty criminals to go free
_ _

(M=2%20), While those who believed the world to be politically
'

responsive were less inclinedto accept this explanation Of
.

the defense (M=2.73)._ Once again, the difference between the
, -

groups was significant,- t(196).= 2;27; p < :05; but

with the political unresponsiveness IrilbscaIe accounting for

.

only 2.6% of the variance op this item, =.161.

Discussion

In any correlational-analysis there are a slumber of

possible reasons qr,a. failure to reject the null hypothesis,

-including both conceptual and statistical problems. On the
. " :

.

other hand; taking a cue from social jUdgmeh theories

atfitdde change (e.g. Eiser &-Stroebe, 1972; Sherif Hbvlan
0

1961) there ..ts the intriguing possibir y that one"s very

.position on an portantiodial attitude may alter the extent

which an ind idual differende variable such as Belief in a

Politically Responsive/UnreSponsivellorrdiwill predict one"S

view on that social attitude. .

.

Just this sort of possibility is 114ustrateddii Ti414

I
#. .

,
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Insert Table 6 about here,

11'7
17.;

tr.

First, the respondents were divided zAt the midpoint on the

polllical unresponsiveness factor; then; within each of these

categories, subjects who were above the Midpoint on "We need

to have a strong nuclear arsenal t0 insure our own security

against other countries who poSsess nuclear weapons" (NM)

_I
.

were distinguished from subjects who wav below the Midpoint

on. that question.- Within each 'of these four cells the scores

V
4 on the political unresponsiveness factpr were int correlated

with responses o the attitude question. As the able shows,

within the g p of subjects who agreed with the item and saw

the world as politically unreSponSive; the stronger the

subject's belief in tIe unresponsiveness of the system the

less strongly he/he agreed with the statement, r(25) = .51i p

< .01. By contrast, among those whb agreed with the item but

saw' the world ,as politically resplpffsive, as a belief in the

political responsiveness of the system increased so did the

strength of agreement with.the statement; r(56) = .26, p

.01; Other differential correlations were obtained on the
/

remaining nuclear disarmament items and some;.of the insanity

defense items as well, suggesting an interactionbetween the

individual difference variable of locus of control and the
J

indiv'dual-'s position on, the, attitude items. How are beliefs

in a politically responsive world' related to social attitudes?
4

At least when the issue is disarmament or insanity, the answer

%al
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appears to depend on a person's initial attitude. What is
. -

clear is that the Belief in a'Politically RespOnsive or

Unresponsive World does not; by 'itself; correlate with

,attitudes on these questions. 1.fulti-factor, analyses of the I-

. .

E scale may be more adequate representations of an individual

difference variable phan the original "unidimensional" scale)

but even this additional complexity may beinsufficient to.

account for attitudes'on involved )issues of considerable

social importance.
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Table 1

Content of Rotter's (1966) OriginalInternaI-External

Locus of Control Items Adapted to Likert format

I

16

CODE 'CONTENT

El Many of the unhappy _things in, people'S, lives are partay due to bad

luck.

Il People's misfortunes result from the mistakes they make.

E2 There will always be wars, no matter how hard people try to

prevent them.

12 One of the major reasons why we have wars is because people donit

take enough interest in politics.

E3 Unfortunately; an individual's worth often passes unrecognized no

matter how hard he tries.

'44
13 In the long run people get the respect they desrve in this world:

E4 Most students don't realize the extent to which tir grades are

influenced by accidental happenings.

14 The idea that teachers are unfair to students is nonsense.

E5 Without the right breaks'one cannot be an'effective leader.

15 Capable people who fail to become leaders have not taken advantage

of their opportunities.

E6 No matter how hard you try, some people just don't like you

16 People who can't get others to like them don't understand how to

get along with others.
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CODE
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Tahla I (Cont

CONTENT

17

E7 I have often found that what is going to happen willhappen.

17 'Trusting in fate has never turned out as well for me as making a

d cisjon to tape a definite course of action;

. .

E8 Many times exam questions tend to be so unrelated to course work

that studying is really useless.

.

18 In wthe a e of the ell-prepared
.

such a thing as an unfair test.

c

student there fs rarely if ever

.

E9 Getting a good job depends mainly on being in the right place at

the right time.

19 Becoming a success is a matter of hard work; luck has little or

nothidg to do with' it

El0 Th'is world- is run by the few people in power; and there is not

much the little guy can do about it.

I10 The average citizen can have an influence in goyernment decisions.

Ell It is not always wise to plan tto far ahead because many things

turn out to be a matter of good or bad fortune anyhow.

Ill When:1 make plans; I am-almost certain I can make them work.

E12 Many times we'might just as well decideiwhat to do by flip-ing a

coin.
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Table 1 (Cont'd)

CODE CONTENT

112' In my case geetinewhat I want has little or_nothing to do with

luck:

El3 Who gets to bethe;boss often depends on who was lucky enough to,,
a

be -in the right 011a ck e first. (

I13 Getting people to do. the right thing depends upon abillty;Clutk

haS little or nothi d6 with it.

E14 As far as world affairs are concerned, most of us are the victims

of forces we can npither understand nor control;

114 .By taking an active part in poUtical;and social affairs the

people can control world events; 1

EI5 Most people don'trealiie the extent towhid h their lives are.

controlled by accidental happenings.
4
115 There is real ly no such thing as "luck".

E16 It is hard to know whether or not a person r eally likes kou.

116 How many friends you have.depends on how nice you are.

Ei7 In the long run; the bad things that happen are balanced by the

good fines:

117 Most misfortunes are the result of lack of ability, ignorance,

.

laziness; or' all thiee.

4,,

E18 It is difficult for people to have much control over the things

politicians do in office.

118 With enough effort we can wipe dutoxplitcal corruption.-

( Jo
'19
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Table l (Cont'd)

CONTENT

19

E19 Sometimes I can't understand how teachers arrive at the grades.

.they give.

I19 There is a direct connection between how hard I study and the

grades I get.

E20 Many times I feel that I have little influence over the things
A

that happen to me.

120 It is impossible for me to believe that chance or luck plays an

important role in my life;

E21 There's not much use in trying too hard to please people; if they

like you, they like you,

121 People are lonely because they don't try to be friendly.

E22 Sometimes I feel that I don't have enough control over the

direction my life is taking.

122 What happens to me is my own doing.

E23 'Most of the time I can't understand why politicians behave the way

they do.

123 , Inthe ong r n the people are responsible for bad government on a
. _1.

national' as well as on a local level)

Note: The codes are the same ones used by Collins (1974), and refer to

the original Rotter (1966) position of the item, not to its

position in the present questionnaire.

mo-

20
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Table

Interns -External Items; Factor Loadings;

.Means and Standard Deviations

Politically First

Easy Just Predictable quponsive extracted

Item(a) World World World World 'factor

E20

122.._;-- .

E4

E19

E8

E3

E12* (c)

E5

E13

20

SD

:61 --(b) -:55 .4.32 1.69

.59 -.54 3.94 1.68

.55 ,-- -.38 3.53 1.52

.54 -.29 4.07 1.62

N
.53 =..43 3.59 1.80

.52 .
. ,

-.51 4151 1.63

.51t. ,7.52 . 2.74 1.60

.44 -.33 3.18 1.69

.42 -.39 3;73 1 60

;39 -i32 3.71 1.83

.55 .25: 3.59 1.67

.53 T .16 4.26 1.90

.51 .13 4.16 1.68

.47 .27 4.24 1.71

-- .46 .15 432 1.36

.45
.

- .22 3.55 1.88
4

.42 .15 5.00
_

1.66

.39 .20 4.23 1.77
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Table 2 (Cont'd)

-PolitiCallY

'Easy. Predictable -,Responsive extracted

Item World World World - World factor

,

_

122 .32 5.07- 1.48
.

.

115 .74
i .40 3.35 1.72

120 .74 x.57 3.98 1.60

19
1

._ .69 .55 4.59 1.61
.

El .. -.67 -.34 3.76 1:86

112 .61 . t.52 4.87 1.50
4

113 .56 .51 4.85 1.41 'i.

.

Ell* : -- -.53 -.51 3.57 ' 1.56

.17 .... .38 -- . .37 5.11 1.7V

110 - .74 -, .50 4.82 1.60

E18 -.67 -.47 3:87 1.78

El0 -.66 -.49 3:86 1:82

114 .63 .36 4.84 ,q.45

123 .55 .46 4.87? 1.47

118 .51 .39 _ 4.03 1.73

12 -... .4 .26 3.17 1.70
.

.-

E2* ,-- -.37 -.21 4.70 1.80

.

E14* .38 -.59 -.56 4;01 1.72

E15* .43 -.40 -.50 :3,.91 1.50

E6 .27= -:09'; -.03 .01 -.2 5.65 1:52

4
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Disarmament and the Insanity Defense

Table 2 (Con 'd)

22

POlitiCallY First

CEasy ,-Just Predictable gesponsive extracted--
4

World-, World World ,-% World faCtoi . M -80

1-e-

4 E7* 15 .26 -.29 -.12 4.84 ' 1.49

E9* .3; .03 --%29
..----

-.01 -.35 4.72/ 1.48

'\

L.1,...§21 - ..1'6 .08 -.04. -.17 -.19 4.rig (4:75'
, I.

E23 .311. . ;4..02 2 -.31 4;02 1:66

14* 7 -.34 Ab -.01 -.19 ..18 3.80 1!.66
,

Ill =.34 .21 .04 .16 .38 5.59 1.13

1,17* - -.00 .33 .1( .06 m

. 119* -.24 .22- .02 .18

N=206

.18 4.55 1.75

1.1Y30' 6.09

°

-Note: a) High (7) scores are assigned for agreeing pith items: See

Table.1 for individual item content:
-,

'"---, .

;. 's

b) Facter loadings ess74Kan +0.35 have-been omitted.

)c) designgte i ems with revised positions from those

described by Co ihy (1974).

4
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Disarmalt and the Insanity Defense

. ,

fable 3

.Internally COnsistent Attitude. Items

CODE /KEYS

with Discriminant Validity

CONTENT

23.

ND1 (-) We need to have a strbngnucAear arsenal to insure our,own
4

security againsother countries t4h-o possess nugaear weapons.

, ND2 (-);It
r

it were up ,to me; I'd. spend more money. on

incltd_ing more advanced nuclear weapopp;
. 4

.ND3 "(+) .I:think'thaithe defense 'budget is too hig*
i

ND4 (+) The reason Ay weaponseapons aie,stillaround is that these.
- ,

-a

_
L

.

has not been enough co centrgted effort,made by the people to
-, .t-

, A
,.

'4
strong military

eliminate6them..

Ipi ( .1) People who are considered legally insane cannot

responsible for their actions and should be -aequI ted of their

crimes.

ID2 (-) The insanity defense is anotherloophole is our 1.eg SyStiecttr_

that allows crimine to go free.

f-) Just because a person w t.,11411 control of his-4aetions doesn'

mean he is not,responsi 1 f& them.

ID3

-). A person should have tb,accept"the ,consequences of his actions

whether he is sane or not:
4. r

...',

, . l-, _, .

.: .

Note: On each scale, (+)EkreSied item was scored so that strong agreement
.. ,

A - . ;,_

= 7; ( -) =keyed itemwas scoredso that strong diagreementk,,i- 7.
: N

( .' 24
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A Disatriamentand the Insanity Defense

4'

New Attitude Items, Factor Loadings,

Means, and Standardaeviations

24

First .

Nuclear Insanity extracted-, Part/Whole
t.

Item(a) factor
V

factor ;factor M 8D correlations

ND1 =168

ND2. '-. 8d N

ND3 +.77

D4 +.52

DI '

rD2

Ib3 :

ID4

.._

--(b) -.13 .3.70' 1.93 .58***

=.13 5.33 1.62 .67***

4-.01' 4.54 2.04 .60***

+.17 '4.15 1.92 438***

+.18 2.50 1.68 .68***

-.77 -17 :2.53 1.02 /59***

-.68 =.15 2-.22 1.55 ;53***

-.80 -.13 2.58:'1.61 .68***:

*** g<.001

Note: a) Items are scored according to t

b) Factor, loadings less than +0,35

rp

25

presented in Table 3.

beenomitted.



bInterscalar Cor

A

Disarmament anrd the Ins'as.ity Defense

2t

Table 5

ations and Internal Consistency
.

4

Nuclear Insanity Political

A.=

Disarmament Defense Unresponsiveness

Nuclear Items

4
Insanity Items'

Political

Unresponsiveness

Items /

.44**

Items-

r

:18

.41**

SUbscaIe

.05

.13

.31*

Subscale 4.

p<.01

26



Disarmament and tfhe insanity Defense

Table 6

.

:Correlations between Politically-Unresponsive World Beliefs:and

"We need-to have a strong nuclear arsenal to inswre our own:security

.against other countries who possess nuclear weapons" (ND1) among

Subject's

Score on

SubjeCtS',tAtegorized by lat-./n Initial Position

Political UnreSponsiveness Subscale Scoe `

-Above mid =point Below mid - point.,

.

. Above Midpoint

Be-low Midpoint

N=1g80)

**

* p<05

;Note..-

1 ; d .

Numbeii pi,parentheses Are all N on which correlations

. .

(25) a f56i0k

--.17

(55), (62)

. . #

%

are -based,.

(b) Sub)tcts .sopring exactly at the scalar midpoint (32) on the

. . :,..,

politiCalunresponsiveness Psubscale are not included in the
v

. .

adilypim.

yr.


